Ziox launches first 4G enabled
smartphone priced at Rs.5553
Ziox Mobiles, under the aegis of Sun Airvoice Private Limited, brings in its first 4G enabled
smartphone, ‘Astra Metal 4G’. Brimming with powerful features, the Astra Metal 4G combines
power & style, giving you everything, you need in a stylish smartphone at an affordable price
tag.
Offering a superior display experience, the Astra Metal 4G sports 5” window that that lets you
watch movies & play games expediently. Its aesthetic curves & elegant design brings the
distinguished identity which makes it stand out from the rest.
Designed for individuals who wish to experience the fast 4G life, the smartphone redefines your
browsing, downloading, streaming and video calling experience. Now explore unlimited
websites, apps, games & everything with Astra Metal 4G.
Fueled with 1.3 GHZ Quad core processor & 1GB of RAM, the Astra Metal 4G delivers blazing,
fast performance for an unmatched user experience. Complementing its unbeatable
performance is the latest Android 6.0 Marshmallow operating system that thrills you with a
seamless multitasking and smooth operating experience.

To ensure that you never miss out on capturing an important memory, the smartphone is
equipped with dual camera support, it comes with a 5MP Rear Camera & 2 MP Front camera.
The back camera has Auto Focus and Flash support to help you take sharp & vivid images even
in low lighting conditions while the 2MP front camera captures stunning selfies in a jiffy and
facilitates video calling.
Commenting on the launch of the newest Astra Metal 4G, Mr. Deepak Kabu, CEO, Ziox Mobiles
says, “After establishing its mark in the feature phone segment, Ziox is proud to introduce its
first 4G entrant, that not only elevates performance& customer experience to the next level,
but endeavors to empower consumers with affordable technology, keeping the users ahead of
the Tech curve”.
The smartphone offers 8GB of internal memory that is further expandable up to 32 GB giving
the freedom of storing movies, songs and other multimedia utilities. With 21 language support,
the smartphone also equips connectivity options like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, FM Radio & more to
offer an all-inclusive smartphone using experience. Available in shades of Rose Gold, Silver &
Champagne Gold, Astra Metal 4G is already available in leading retail stores across India.

